Putative Disulfide-Forming Pathway of Porcine Insulin Precursor during Its Refolding in Vitro†
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ABSTRACT: Although the structure of insulin has been well studied, the formation pathway of the three disulfide bridges during the refolding of insulin precursor is ambiguous. Here, we reported the in vitro disulfide-forming pathway of a recombinant porcine insulin precursor (PIP). In redox buffer containing L-arginine, the yield of native PIP from fully reduced/denatured PIP can reach 85%. The refolding process was quenched at different time points, and three distinct intermediates, including one with one disulfide linkage and two with two disulfide bridges, have been captured and characterized. An intra-A disulfide bridge was found in the former but not in the latter. The two intermediates with two disulfide bridges contain the common A20–B19 disulfide linkage and another inter-AB one. Based on the time-dependent formation and distribution of disulfide pairs in the trapped intermediates, two different forming pathways of disulfide bonds in the refolding process of PIP in vitro have been proposed. The first one involves the rapid formation of the intra-A disulfide bond, followed by the slower formation of one of the inter-AB disulfide bonds and then the pairing of the remaining cysteines to complete the refolding of PIP. The second pathway begins first with the formation of the A20–B19 disulfide bridge, followed immediately by another inter-AB one, possibly nonnative. The nonnative two-disulfide intermediates may then slowly rearrange between CysA6, CysA7, CysA11, and CysB7, until the native disulfide bond A6–A11 or A7–B7 is formed to complete the refolding of PIP. The proposed refolding behavior of PIP is compared with that of IGF-I and discussed.

The studies on the pathway of protein folding and unfolding are attractive, not only for theoretical interests but also important for practical application (1). Proteins with disulfide linkages are frequently chosen for such studies because formation of disulfide bridges is always coupled with folding and assembly, and may serve as a unique probe for the study of both phenomena (2, 3). Several proteins have been widely studied in this way, such as BPTI (4–9), RNaseA (10–12), and EGF (13, 14).

Members of the insulin superfamily, such as insulin, IGF-I, IGF-II, relaxin, bombxin, etc., all contain three motif-specific disulfide linkages (15). Human IGF-I had its refolding process widely studied for being a single-chain member of the family more readily to be studied (16–20).
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The bifurcating protein-refolding pathway of IGF-I has also attracted interest. The final refolding products always contain two isoforms, with 60% in the native form and 40% the disulfide-mismatched IGF-swap with disulfide linkages (6–47, 48–52, 18–61), corresponding to [B7–A6, A7–A11, B19–A20] in insulin (17). The disulfide linkage 18–61 (corresponding to B19–A20 in insulin) is found in all the intermediates trapped, suggesting that it is the first disulfide bridge formed during refolding. One native one-disulfide intermediate and at least three two-disulfide intermediates have been isolated and characterized. Of all three disulfide linkages, the one corresponding to the intra-A bridge of insulin is the last one formed. The putative refolding pathway of IGF-I has been proposed (18–20).

Although the structure of insulin has been well studied, the process forming the three disulfide bridges in the insulin precursor during refolding is still ambiguous. Previous work indicated that the intra-A disulfide linkage was formed first during the refolding of insulin as judged by comparing the speed of free cysteine disappearance in insulin and that in [A6, A11-Ser] insulin mutant (21). The results indicate that the intra-A disulfide bridge is the most stable one and its formation may help the A chain to form a stable helix structure which is necessary to complete the correct pairing with the B chain. But no intermediates containing the intra-A disulfide bridge have been isolated during refolding. So the conclusion remains a deduction without direct proof, and the order of formation of the remaining two interchain disulfide bridges during the refolding of insulin is still unknown.
Disulfide-Forming Pathway of Single-Chain Insulin

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials.** Recombinant native PIP was produced and purified as described previously (22). Endoproteinase Lys-C and V8 were of sequencing grade and purchased from Boehringer Mannheim. The snakeskin dialysis tube with a molecular mass cutoff of 3500 daltons was the product of Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce. Sodium salt of iodoacetic acid (IAA), reduced glutathione (GSH), and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) were purchased from Pierce.

**Figure 1:** Amino acid sequence and disulfide linkage structure of single-chain porcine insulin precursor. Amino acids are shown in the one-letter code, and cysteine residues are shown as dark circles. The fragment containing boldface letters in a circle corresponds to the B chain of insulin. The two residues (K and A) in the rectangle represent the linkage peptide between the B chain and the A chain of insulin. The fragment following the linkage peptide corresponds to the A chain of insulin. The potential cleavage sites of protease V8 are indicated with arrows. Peptide fragments obtained after enzyme cleavage are designated with letters (A–E).

Porcine insulin precursor (PIP) is a recombinant single-chain insulin precursor whose B30 Ala and A1 Gly are linked by a dipeptide linkage, Ala–Lys, as shown in Figure 1. The recombinant PIP was expressed and secreted in a correctly folded and soluble form from S. cerevisiae (22). It can be converted into human insulin by means of transpeptidation. Because the crystal structures of the single-chain [B29Lys-A1Gly] insulin and porcine insulin are identical (23), it is reasonable to believe that the dipeptide cross-linkage in PIP does not affect its three-dimensional structure and PIP should have a similar tertiary structure as that of insulin. The three-dimensional structure of IGF-I was first modeled based on the X-ray-crystallographic structure of insulin (24). Later, the refined tertiary structure of IGF-I in solution was resolved by NMR, which showed that IGF-I and insulin have a very similar three-dimensional structure (25).

We have isolated and characterized three intermediates trapped during the in vitro refolding process of PIP. The present study brings some new insight into the forming pathway of disulfide linkage in PIP in vitro, and a refolding mechanism of insulin precursor by comparing PIP with IGF-I is suggested.

**Proteolysis of PIP.** Recombinant PIP was produced by transpeptidation. Ala–Lys, as shown in Figure 1. The recombinant PIP was expressed and secreted in a correctly folded and soluble form from S. cerevisiae (22). It can be converted into human insulin by means of transpeptidation. Because the crystal structures of the single-chain [B29Lys-A1Gly] insulin and porcine insulin are identical (23), it is reasonable to believe that the dipeptide cross-linkage in PIP does not affect its three-dimensional structure and PIP should have a similar tertiary structure as that of insulin. The three-dimensional structure of IGF-I was first modeled based on the X-ray-crystallographic structure of insulin (24).

Separation of Refolding Intermediates. Refolding intermediates were trapped in a time course manner by removing aliquots of protein solution which was quickly mixed with 1/5 volume of freshly prepared 0.5 M iodoacetic acid in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5). The carboxymethylation of free thiol groups by IAA was carried out at room temperature for 5 min. To observe the temporal distribution of refolding intermediates, the solution was adjusted to pH 1.0 with TFA and immediately analyzed by HPLC under the conditions described below. For large preparation of the IAA-trapped intermediates, the solution containing IAA-trapped intermediates was thoroughly dialyzed against 20 mM NH₄HCO₃ at 4 °C and thereafter lyophilized. Then the refolding mixture was separated by Mono Q and HPLC under the conditions described below.

**Protein Analysis.** The concentrations of purified intermediates were determined by measuring the absorption at 276 nm with a spectrophotometer and calculating the
protein content with the absorption constant $A_{276}(1 \text{ cm}, 1.0 \text{ mg/mL}) = 1.0$. Molecular masses of samples were determined using ESI-MS.

**Circular Dichroism Studies.** The samples were dissolved in 10 mM HCl. The protein concentration was determined by the UV absorption at 276 nm and by the Lowry method. Circular dichroism measurements were performed on a Jasco-700 circular dichroism spectropolarimeter. The spectra were recorded at room temperature and scanned from 200 to 250 nm twice at a stepwise gradient of 0.1 nm. The cell path length was 0.1 cm, and the data were expressed as molar ellipticity.

**RESULTS**

**Refolding of PIP in the Presence of L-Arg.** The refolding reaction as described under Materials and Methods was allowed to carry on for 16 h; then a 100 µL sample was taken out, modified with iodoacetic acid (IAA), and run on a denatured pH 8.3 PAGE. After staining with Coomassie Brilliant Blue, the band was quantified by densitometry, which showed that about 85% frdPIP was refolded into the native PIP.

By changing the pH of the refolding solution to 8.0, 8.5, 9.0, 9.5, or 10.0, the recovery of native PIP became respectively 19%, 32%, 64%, 85%, and 84%, suggesting that higher pH favored refolding, possibly due to the more active cystine. However, in the absence of redox system, the refolding recovery could still reach 75%. The removal of L-Arg from the refolding solution lowered the refolding recovery drastically to only 15%. The results suggest the importance of L-Arg in the refolding of PIP and have been observed with many other proteins such as antibody Fab fragment (26), single-chain immunotoxins (27), lipase (28), and nicotinic acetylcholine receptor α-subunit (29).

**Temporal Distribution of Modified Refolding Intermediates.** After the refolding process was initiated by adding frdPIP, the reaction was stopped at different time points with IAA. Then the refolding mixture was adjusted to pH 1.0 by TFA and loaded onto a C8 rpHPLC column. The temporal distributions of modified refolding species are shown in Figure 2. In addition to the modified frdPIP (R) and the native PIP (N), three obvious intermediates, designated as peaks I, II, and III, can be observed. In theory, modified intermediates with two disulfide linkages should have a mass increase of 118 Da over PIP, and those modified with one disulfide should have a mass increase of 236 Da. Judged by ESI-MS, both peak II and peak I have a molecular mass of 6078 Da, and that of peak III is 6195 Da. In contrast to the 5959 Da mass of PIP, peaks I and II should be the intermediates with two disulfide linkages formed while peak III is the intermediate with one disulfide bond; accordingly, the intermediates of peaks I, II, and III are designated 2SSPlPa, 2SSPlPb, and 1SSPIP, respectively.

**Separation and Purification of the Intermediates.** The 1SSPIP is difficult to separate from IAA-modified frdPIP (R) on HPLC, so the IAA-trapped refolding mixture at 30 s was first applied on a Mono-Q Sepharose column and separated by their charge difference. Then the 1SSPIP was purified by C8-rpHPLC. 2SSPlPa and 2SSPlPb were directly

![Figure 2: Temporal distribution of the intermediates trapped by IAA at different time points during the refolding of PIP in vitro. N, native PIP; R, IAA-modified fully reduced/denatured PIP. Peak I, 2SSPlPa; peak II, 2SSPlPb; peak III, 1SSPIP.](image-url)
purified from the refolding mixture by HPLC. The purity of the three separated and purified intermediates was ascertained by HPLC (Figure 3) and native pH 8.3 electrophoresis (Figure 4). Each of the three intermediates gave a sharp peak on C8-HPLC at the retention time of 18.9, 20.3, and 22.7 min, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. All three intermediates have almost the same mobility rate as that of insulin (Figure 4) with 1SSPIP just a little faster than 2SSPIPa and 2SSPIPb.

Structure Elucidation of Captured Intermediate. PIP gave one single band at the position of insulin after the digestion with Lys-C (Figure 4), which cleaves at the C-terminal of the lysine residue. IAA-modified frdPIP showed two bands after digestion, with the slower moving one at the position of the S-sulfonated insulin B chain and the faster one barely visible by Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining, at the same position of the S-sulfonated insulin A chain. Purified 1SSPIP gave only one band at the same position of the S-sulfonated insulin B chain after digestion (Figure 4), suggesting that the disulfide bond formed was within the A chain. Because the disulfide bond exists between the A and B chains, the intermediate 1SSPIP digested with Lys-C should have only one product with one positive charge (lysine residue) removed from the molecule, and consequently moves faster than 1SSPIP on pH 8.3 PAGE. But in fact, 1SSPIP digested with Lys-C gave only one band at the same position of the S-sulfonated insulin B chain after digestion (Figure 4), suggesting that the disulfide bond formed was within the A chain. To further elucidate the position of the disulfide bond formed among the four cysteines within the A chain, 1SSPIP digested with Lys-C was analyzed on C8-rpHPLC. Five eluted peaks (Id, IId, IIId, IVd, and Vd) were obtained (Figure 5). The pooled fractions from peak Vd had a molecular mass of 1547 Da, indicating that disulfide linkage must exist in fragment D, possibly at A6–A11, A7–A11, or A6–A7.

To determine the disulfide linkage structure of 2SSPIPa and 2SSPIPb, we selected endoproteinase V8 to digest the two intermediates. There are four potential cleavage sites for V8 on the backbone of PIP. The frdPIP treated with V8 should generate five fragments, A, B, C, D, and E as shown in Figure 1, while V8-treated PIP should generate only three fragments, C, A+D, and B+E, because of the presence of inter-AB disulfide links. The results of digestion of PIP, 1SSPIP, 2SSPIPa, and 2SSPIPb by V8 were analyzed on C8-rpHPLC (Figure 5). The V8-digested PIP mixture gave three peaks, Ia, IIa, and IIIa, corresponding to fragments of A+D, C, and B+E, respectively, as judged by the molecular mass of each peak (Table 1). The five peaks of V8-digested 1SSPIP, Id, IId, IIId, IVd, and Vd, corresponded to IAA-modified fragment E, A, B, C, and D, respectively, as judged by their molecular mass. The digestion of 2SSPIPa and 2SSPIPb showed similar results, with peaks I and II corresponding to peaks Ia and IIa, respectively, but peaks IIIb and IIIc are different from peak IIIa at a molecular mass increase of 118 Da (Table 1). The results of digestion suggested the presence of a disulfide bond between fragments A and D, with the other two cysteine residues carbamoylated. Thus, for 2SSPIPa and 2SSPIPb, one disulfide bridge (A20–B19) must exist between fragments B and E, while the other disulfide bond exists between fragments A and D, possible A6–B7, A7–B7, or A11–B7, but not within the A chain.

CD Analysis of 2SSPIPa, 2SSPIPb, and 1SSPIP. Far-UV CD spectra in 10 mM HCl are shown in Figure 6. As compared with native PIP and frdPIP, the three intermediates of 2SSPIPa, 2SSPIPb, and 1SSPIP retain 69%, 50%, and 22% of the native helix content, respectively.
**DISCUSSION**

Despite the report that alkylation of thiols with IAA occurred at the same time scale of thiol–disulfide rearrangement, so that the quenching method with IAA may not fully preclude the rearrangement of intermediates during the trapping procedure (8, 30), we decided to use this irreversible quenching method in our study for the convenience in further structure characterization and elucidation after careful control trials. Because the alkylation of free thiols occurs on the same time scale as that of thiol–disulfide rearrangement, there should be a competition for free thiols between IAA and intramolecular disulfide bonds, and consequently the rearranged intermediates should increase with the decrease of IAA concentration. We found, however, there was no change in the fractions of the three captured intermediates when the concentration of IAA used in trapping free thiols varied from 10 mM to 200 mM, thus indicating the quenching method with IAA suitable for our work.

Of the three intermediates captured, 1SSPIP contains the disulfide bond within the A chain of PIP. Based on the previous conclusion that the A6–A11 disulfide linkage formed first in the refolding of insulin precursor (21), we can deduce that this intra-A disulfide bond is most probably A6–A11. With the other two intermediates which contain two disulfide linkages, one must be A20–B19; the other one exists between CysB7 and one of the three cysteines in fragment D. Thus, the disulfide linkage may either be B7–A6, B7–A7, or B7–A11, among which only B7–A7 is the native one. It is certain that there is at least one non-native intermediate among 2SSPIPa and 2SSPIPb. We can observe that the behavior of 2SSPIPa on HPLC is closer to native PIP than that of 2SSPIPb (Figure 2), and 2SSPIPa retains up to 69% of the native helix structure of native PIP (Figure 6), while the amino-terminal helix of the insulin A chain takes up 30% of the native α-helix content (31, 32). This led us to deduce that 2SSPIPa may be [A7–B7, A20–B19] 2SSPIP, while 2SSPIPb may be [A6–B7, A20–B19] 2SSPIP or [A11–B7, A20–B19] 2SSPIP, both containing a non-native disulfide bond.

Disulfide rearrangement is a general phenomenon in the disulfide-forming pathway of proteins such as BPTI (33), because it is the most rapid way of inserting a disulfide linkage into a protein when the result is a folded conformation in which that disulfide bond will become buried. Non-native disulfide bridges sometimes play an important role in the disulfide rearrangement. For example, the partly folded

---

**Table 1: Molecular Mass of V8 Digestion Fragments of the Intermediates and PIP Determined by MS-ESI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein digested with V8</th>
<th>HPLC peaks in Figure 4</th>
<th>Molecular mass</th>
<th>Corresponding fragments in Figure 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIP</td>
<td>Ia, IIa, IIIa</td>
<td>1377.0, 1684.0</td>
<td>B+E, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SSPIPa</td>
<td>Ib, IIb, IIIb</td>
<td>1377.0, 1684.0</td>
<td>B+E, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SSPIPb</td>
<td>Ic, IIc</td>
<td>1377.0, 1684.0</td>
<td>B+E, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SSPIP</td>
<td>Id, IIId, IVd</td>
<td>1540.0, 1684.0</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-D represents S-carboxymethylated fragment D linked with fragment A by an inter-AB disulfide bond. D$_{intra}$ represents S-carboxymethylated fragment D with an intrachain disulfide bond. E, A, and B represent the corresponding S-carboxymethylated fragments.

---

**Figure 5:** HPLC profiles of the V8-digested PIP and three intermediates.

**Figure 6:** CD spectroscopic analysis of the secondary structures of frdPIP, PIP, 1SSPIP, 2SSPIPa, and 2SSPIPb.
non-native two-disulfide intermediates [30–51, 5–14] and [30–51, 5–38] of BPTI (34–36) have been shown to be essential to overcome the kinetic block encountered in forming the two native disulfide bridges 30–51 and 5–55 at the same time. The same phenomena have also been observed in the refolding of IGF-I (20).

It seems unlikely that both two-disulfide bonds species are off-pathway intermediates that will be cleared away from the subsequent refolding process, because the total fraction of 2SSPIPb and 2SSPIPb takes up more than 15% at 6 min in Figure 2, while the recovery of native PIP in the end was 85% under the same conditions. Then, what is the role of the two two-disulfide species in the refolding of PIP? As discussed above, 2SSPIPa and 2SSPIPb may be the consequence of disulfide rearrangement in the disulfide-forming pathway as that of BPTI or IGF-I. As the intra-A disulfide in 1SSPIP does not exist in the 2SSPIPa and 2SSPIPb, it is unlikely that all three intermediates are involved in the same folding pathway. So, we deduce that there are at least two folding pathways in the refolding of PIP in vitro (Figure 7). The first one is the direct folding pathway involving first formation of the intra-A disulfide bond. The second is the selective folding pathway involving disulfide rearrangement and beginning with the disulfide bond A20–B19 formed first. In the former, the intra-A disulfide bond formed immediately after initiation of the refolding process; then the refolding intermediate 1SSPIP awaits for the formation of another inter-AB disulfide bond. Once one of the inter-AB disulfide bonds has formed, the rest of the inter-AB disulfide bond will immediately form, leading to the completed refolding of PIP. In the selective folding pathway, the disulfide bond A20–B19 formed first at a lower speed than that of the intra-A disulfide bond. Thereafter another inter-AB disulfide bond, possibly a non-native one, formed almost at the same time; then the second inter-AB disulfide bond slowly rearranged between CysA6, CysA7, CysA11, and CysB7 until the formation of a native two-disulfide intermediate, possibly [A20–B19, A7–B7] 2SSPIP or [A20–B19, A6–A11] 2SSPIP. Intermediate [A20–B19, A6–A11] 2SSPIP refolded into native PIP immediately following the formation of disulfide A7–B7, while the remaining CysA6 and CysA11 in [A20–B19, A7–B7] 2SSPIP pair slowly before the refolding of PIP is finished.

Interestingly, compared with the intermediates reported in the study of IGF-I and its analogues (20, 37, 38), it can be seen that 2SSPIPa corresponds to the intermediate [18–61, 6–48] of IGF-I and 2SSPIPb corresponds to the intermediate [18–61, 6–52] or [18–61, 6–47] of IGF-I. So, the above proposed selective folding pathway of PIP is very similar to the oxidative folding pathway of IGF-I. This is reasonable if we consider the high homology of amino acid sequence and tertiary structure between insulin and IGF-I (25). The only difference is that the non-native intermediate 2SSPIPb was refolded into native PIP, not to a PIP isomer as IGF-swapped.

The present work showed that the A6–A11 disulfide bond formed first in the direct folding pathway of PIP, while the corresponding disulfide bond 47–52 in IGF-I is not formed first. This can be explained by comparison of the structural role of disulfide bonds 47–52 in IGF-I and A6–A11 in insulin. In the native state, disulfide bond 47–52 anchors an adjoining amphipathic α-helix (helix 2, residues 42–49, corresponding to the N-terminal helix of insulin A chain) against the hydrophobic core. Folding behavior and spectroscopic studies of partially reduced IGF-I [18–61, 6–48] and the corresponding engineered alanine model [Cys47A, Cys52A] IGF-I confirmed that disulfide bond 47–52 exists in the native molecule in a strained configuration and unstable (39–41), while the corresponding intra-A disulfide bonds in insulin have been demonstrated to be more difficult to reduce than the other two interchain disulfide bonds and play an important role in maintaining the tertiary structure of insulin (42). Therefore, it is not strange that disulfide bond 47–52 in IGF-I formed last while the corresponding intra-A disulfide bond of PIP can form first in the folding pathway.

The thermodynamically stable disulfide isomer of IGF-I contains the disulfide linkage pattern [6–47, 48–52, 18–61]. The corresponding isomer of insulin and proinsulin has not been identified during insulin-chain recombination or proinsulin folding, but has been generated from native insulin and proinsulin by disulfide reassortment under partially denaturing conditions (43). This metastable disulfide isomer
retains ordered secondary structure and a compact hydrophobic core. The existence of this insulin isomer suggests that insulin and IGF-I have similar folding information determined by the homology of the amino acid sequence, although the former is more specific than the latter. Therefore, the selective folding pathway of PIP, although not a dominant one, most probably exists because the similar folding behavior exists in IGF-I.

Except for the three intermediates captured during the refolding process, all the other intermediates appearing in the putative disulfide-forming pathway shown in Figure 7 did not accumulate to become visible fractions. The failure to capture such novel disulfide species may be due to one of the following three reasons. First, it is possible that such species are really present in the folding reactions but were aggregated or unresolved by HPLC for technical limitation. Second, it is possible that such species never formed during the folding for either kinetic or thermodynamic reasons. Finally, it is possible that such species did indeed form but were too short-lived to be detected. Intermediates [A20–B19], [A20–B19, A6–A11], and [A7–B7, A6–A11] are absent most possibly for such reasons. The escaping capture of [A20–B19, A6–A11] 2SSPIP can also be explained from its inferred structure. Deduced from the crystal structure of insulin and single-chain insulin (31, 32), disulfide bond A6–A11 is totally buried and disulfide bond A20–B19 is substantially buried in the hydrophobic core, while A7–B7 is accessible at the surface of the molecule. So, with the remaining CysA7 and CysB7 exposed to the solvent and accessible to oxidized agents, [A20–B19, A6–A11] 2SSPIP was rapidly refolded into native PIP so as not to be captured. However, with the remaining free thiols CysA6 and CysA11 buried in the hydrophobic core, 2SSPIP can only be slowly oxidized to native PIP and consequently accumulated to be captured.
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